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Dear Collector,

The range of special Corgi 50th Anniversary
models, each representing a milestone model
in Corgi history, is offered in Limited Editions
which come in unique packaging, and include
a numbered certificate, a Corgi Anniversary
booklet, a special memento appropriate to
each vehicle and a special birthday voucher.

As Corgi’s 50th Anniversary year reaches its climax, what better time to present
you and other collectors with a bumper 40 page catalogue of the latest ranges
available direct from Corgi Classics?
Naturally, there are some special 50th Anniversary editions, issued in only 2,006
pieces, and which replicate some of the milestone models in our fifty year history.
There are also nearly forty brand new releases, some of which are products of new
tooling for 2006 (these are clearly signalled in the pages of your catalogue).
Original Omnibus, Road Transport, Trackside and Vanguards: there’s something
new from each of these ranges.
I would also draw your attention to two quite new concepts in die-cast modelling, which
you will find illustrated and described in more detail inside your catalogue. Warbirds
is a wonderful new series of aircraft and their pilots from World War Two which, when
you collect the full set of 14, you can receive a sophisticated working model aircraft
worth up to £149.99, absolutely FREE. And look out for the Forward March range of
white metal hand-painted figures from major events in our military history.

2,006 models

Dennis F125 Simon Snorkel SS263 Hydraulic Platform Bedfordshire County Fire & Rescue Service 4
In choosing the models to mark the 50th Anniversary of the Corgi name,
we consulted a wide range of collectors for their opinions on which to
include. Features include white metal hand-painted fire fighter figures,
working rotating platform mechanism, and special packaging based on
the design of the original Simon Snorkel box of 1964.
Ref: AN13009 £49.99 Scale 1:50 Approx. length 255mm

Ford Sierra Cosworth - Diamond White

Claire Winter

In the 1990s it was no contest, whether for performance,
practicality, space, style or ease of maintenance,
it was the Sapphire Cosworth. This model
comes complete with a facsimile of the
original Autocar road test.
Ref: AN10004 £29.99
Scale 1:43

2,006 models

Jaguar E-Type Series I 3.8 British Racing Green 4
The E-Type Series I is the first of
our Great British Motoring Icons
spanning the decades since Corgi
began. It reproduces the actual
model tested at the time (1961) by
the motoring press, and includes a
reprint of their original road test.
Ref: AN04909 £29.99

7

I do hope there’s something here you will want to add to your collection.

Direct Marketing Manager

Scale 1:43
Approx. length 115mm

Approx. length 104mm
2,006 models

post your order to: Corgi Classics Ltd., FREEPOST SO 4438, Southampton SO14 0HS (no stamp needed)

models on pages 17 & 35!

buy online at www.corgi.co.uk
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Collectables Road Transport
Four new releases broaden the scope of
the Road Transport range of 1:50 scale
commercial vehicles. These include a new
Mercedes-Benz Actros and a new Foden
Alpha, both of which are produced from
new tooling for 2006.

DAF XF Curtainside - David Murray

5

6 Scania R Series Step Frame Curtainside Trailer - Knights of Old

Modelled on an original DAF XF95 unit in the fleet of the Carnoustie-based
haulier, this replica is accurately decorated in the company Murray tartan,
and inscribed with the clan motto ‘Aye Ready’. The model features realistic
airlines, detailed cab interior, rear view mirrors and wipers.
Ref: CC13229 £64.99 Scale 1:50 Approx. length 345mm

One of the favourites among Corgi’s road transport liveries is certainly that of Knights of Old
of Kettering in Northamptonshire. Now we offer the Scania R series in this 1:50 scale replica.
The detailed cab is matched by one of the noblest curtainside liveries of them all.
Ref: CC13706 £64.99 Scale 1:50 Approx. length 335mm

Foden Alpha Curtainside Lorry Stan Robinson Ltd 5

2,010 models

This Foden Alpha Rigid Lorry celebrates the
1999 ‘Haulier of the Year’ based in Seighford
near Stafford. The model features a detailed
cab interior, photo-etched wipers and fine detail
rear view mirrors, and faithfully reproduces the
paint colours and badging of the original.
Ref: CC13903 £49.99 Scale 1:50

Scania Topline with Houghton Parkhouse Livestock
Transporter - R.W. Stewart 7
This Scania Topline features a detailed interior, realistic air lines and
accurate livery, while the trailer reproduces a Houghton Parkhouse,
fitted with water and feeding systems for long journeys, and renowned
for attention to maximum animal welfare.
Ref: CC12928 £64.99 Scale 1:50

Approx. length 225mm

6 Mercedes-Benz Actros Crane Trailer

EDITOR
’S
CHOICE

7

Ford Transit Van - Stan Robinson

Approx. length 126mm

SPECIAL OFFER: Buy CC13903 & get
CC07802 for £15 - SAVE £4.99! REF: SR06
*Saving only applies to the promotion SR06

order by phone on 023 8024 8844

2,010 models

8am - 8pm, 7 days a week

& Brick Load - A. Howe & Sons

This replica reproduces a vehicle in the fleet
of the Waddington, Lincs. haulier specialising
in brick/concrete products. 2006 is also
A high
detaile ly
A. Howe & Son’s centenary year, so this new
d
model!
release is most appropriately timed. As well
as the MB Actros cab, the model features a crane
trailer complete with its shrink-wrapped brick load,
and a poseable crane.
Ref: CC13804 £64.99

Launched in 1965, the Ford Transit was rather spartan. Forty
years on, it features an interior and driver comfort comparable
with those of a saloon, and is available in SWB, MWB
and LWB, as well as the ‘Jumbo’ version.
Ref: CC07802 £19.99 Scale 1:43

2,270 models

2,010 models

Approx. length 335mm
2,110 models

SAVE
£4.99!*

Scale 1:50
1,830 models

buy online at www.corgi.co.uk

Approx. length 345mm

5

Collectables Road Transport
Ford Transit Van - Eddie Stobart

7

This 1:43 scale Ford Transit features the very latest livery from Britain’s
favourite privately owned haulage contractor. The model includes
photo-etched wipers, new and highly detailed wheels with rubber tyres,
separately applied rear view mirrors and a detailed chassis.
Ref: CC07807 £19.99 Scale 1:43 Approx. length 126mm

’S
EDITOR E
C
I
CHO reat

6 Scania R Series - Garn
The three-axle Scania R Series is
reproduced here. Issued as a
Limited Edition, the model also
features a detailed chassis and
the cab interior much admired
at Truckfests around the country,
air lines and accurate livery.
Ref: CC13702 £34.99

rg
Anothe tobart
S
ie
d
d
E
model!

2,690 models

6 Foden Alpha Aggregate Tipper - J.H. Jones & Son

1,670 models

MAN TGA XXL Skeletal Trailer
& Container - Hanbury Davies 7
Operating out of the main UK ports,
including Felixstowe, Tilbury, Southampton,
Hull and Liverpool, Hanbury Davies offers
a quality container and distribution service
across the UK. This 1:50 scale replica
features a MAN TGA XXL tractor in the
company’s new livery, together with an
extendable skeletal trailer and load.
Ref: CC13416 £64.99 Scale 1:50

ERF ECT - Ian Wright Transport

The original of our replica operates in the fleet
of the County Durham haulier specialising in
car and caravan transporters. The model
features the authentic livery and intricate
badging of the original.
Ref: CC13232
£34.99 Scale 1:50
Approx. length 125mm

7

The Foden Alpha features all that is best in state-of-the-art precision die cast
modelling. Reproducing a vehicle in the Colwyn Bay-based haulier J.H. Jones
& Son, this replica features a detailed chassis, separately cast roof-top exhaust
system, detailed cab interior and authentic livery.
Ref: CC13901 £44.99 Scale 1:50 Approx. length 185mm

Scale 1:50
Approx. length 125mm

2,268 models

6 DAF XF Super Space Cab Beamish Transport

This replica models an ERF ECT tractor from a
small but successful fleet operating out of
Eaglesfield, near Lockerbie. Over the past
five years the company has toured the
show circuits, winning Best Overall
Fleet at Truckfest Scotland in 2004
and further awards in 2005.
Ref: CC13417 £34.99
Scale 1:50 Approx. length 145mm

2,710 models

Scania T Cab - C.E. Fuller & Son

7

Based on an original acquired by C.E.
Fuller in 1999 as a 4 x 2 tractor,
since converted to a 3 axle,
this Scania T cab is decorated in the
colourful livery and badging of the
Norfolk haulier. The model
features an opening
bonnet which reveals a
detailed engine.
Ref: CC12817
£34.99 Scale 1:50

EDITOR
’S
CHOICE

A ver y
detaile highly
d ri
ORDER g NOW!

Approx. length 145mm
1,860 models

Approx. length 325mm
1,760 models

post your order to: Corgi Classics Ltd., FREEPOST SO 4438, Southampton SO14 0HS (no stamp needed)

Find more products and offers on-line @ www.corgi.co.uk
buy online at www.corgi.co.uk

2,210 models

7

Collectables Trackside
S

’
Trackside offers six pages of vintage commercials
EDITOR
!
E
C
I
from days gone by, each precision made to exact
CHO miss
’t
n
1:76 scale. All the models are therefore exactly
o
D
rgi
compatible with ‘00’ gauge model railway layouts.
this Co
!
ic
s
s
cla
Eight of the featured models are brand new releases,
including the Bedford CA Van in the unmistakable Corgi
colours of yellow and blue, featured right. Each livery is
meticulously researched and reproduced, matching authentic
period decoration to the vintage of the vehicle.
Morris LD Van J & M Parcel Service

6 Bedford CA Van - Corgi Toys
The Bedford CA van (1952-1969)
featured semi-forward control,
a 1.5 litre petrol engine and sliding
doors. This model is shown decorated
in the original 1950s Corgi box colours
and the Corgi Toys logo.
Ref: DG203002
£3.99
Scale 1:76 Approx. length 55mm

6 Ford Transit - Securicor

5

If you don't recognise the livery, perhaps
it was before your time! Yes, the Transit
is now into its fifth decade, and no fleet
owner saw the potential for the van than
did cash management specialists
Securicor, whose 60s livery features here.
Ref: DG200003
£3.99

The original Morris Commercial LD van with
its ‘beehive’ grille was launched in 1953.
This model is decorated in an authentic livery
of the Bristol-based parcel delivery company.
Ref: DG201003
£3.99
Scale 1:76 Approx. length 60mm

Loads and Loads and Loads

Morris J2 Van - BMC

This model reproduces the forward control
Morris J2 15 cwt van, featured here in the
livery of the British Motor Corporation.
Ref: DG202002 £3.99
Scale 1:76 Approx. length 55mm

2,110 models

Leyland Octopus Platform
Lorry - W.A. Glendinning 4

7

Abnormal Load Engineering (ALE) was set up in Stafford
as recently as 1986. The model features the Contractor
with a six-axle low load trailer and LNER tender load.
Ref: DG198008
£24.99 Scale 1:76
Approx. length 265mm

The Octopus (22 gvw) was the largest
of Leyland’s post-war ‘600 Series’.
This replica features a detailed cab
interior and the authentic period livery.
Ref: DG176022
£11.99
Scale 1:76
Approx. length 120mm

Scale 1:76 Approx. length 110mm

3,010 models

2,010 models

order by phone on 023 8024 8844

8am - 8pm, 7 days a week

4

The S21 fibreglass-cabbed range was launched by
Foden in 1958 and remained in production for ten
years. This model features a realistic sheeted load.
Ref: DG150012
£12.99

Scammell Contractor with Trailer
& Tender Load - ALE 5

The Big J was Guy’s last range of trucks
(they had been taken over by Jaguar,
hence the name Big J!), launched in
1964. Features include cab interior
and accurately matched paint colours.
Ref: DG187009
£12.99

8

Foden S21 Sheeted Trailer - Bassetts

Scale 1:76 Approx. length 130mm

Scale 1:76 Approx. length 60mm

Guy Big J Tipper - R.E. Mason

2,210 models

4

Abnormal Load Engineering (ALE) specialises
in moving exceptional loads, compared with
which the LNER tender featured with our
model is a mere tiddler! Recent projects have
included the installation of two gas turbines
(380Te) and two generators (400Te) at
Tarragona in Spain, and moving a massive
concrete road bridge weighing 1,200 tonnes to
enable the A228 to be widened in Kent.

buy online at www.corgi.co.uk

Collectables Trackside
Scammell Scarab Van Trailer Eskimo Foods 7

2,010 models

Leyland Octopus Tanker - Tunnel Cement

4

With its tight turning circle,
the Scarab was the ideal local
‘shuttle’ and delivery vehicle,
and much favoured by the
railways. Our model features
a popular livery of the time.
Ref: DG148017 £9.99

2,010 models

Scale 1:76

The Octopus was the largest model in Leyland’s post-war 600 series,
Approx. length 110mm
weighing in at 22 tons gross vehicle weight. This model features the
livery of Tunnel Cement, with authentic cab door badging.
Ref: DG176021 £11.99 Scale 1:76 Approx. length 120mm

Scammell Contractor - Pointer

2,250 models

5

The super heavy-haulage Contractor was the ideal tractor unit for hauliers
specialising in moving heavy loads, companies like Pointer of Leicester.
Ref: DG198004 £12.99 Scale 1:76 Approx. length 120mm

Foden S21 Low Loader/Load G.C. Munton 5
Measuring 170mm in length, this Foden S21
coupled to a low loader is the largest
Trackside model for some time. Details include
decoupling loader and transformer load .
Ref: DG150011 £14.99 Scale 1:76

2,010 models

Guy Big J Tipper & Load - Micheal Fowler
The Big J was introduced in 1964. It proved to offer the ideal power/weight
ratio for tippers, and is here reproduced as a 1:76 scale Limited Edition.
Ref: DG187008 £12.99 Scale 1:76 Approx. length 110mm
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Find more products and offers on-line @ www.corgi.co.uk

post your order to: Corgi Classics Ltd., FREEPOST SO 4438, Southampton SO14 0HS (no stamp needed)

Scammell Scarab Tanker with Tanker Trailer - RAF

5

’S
EDITOR
!
E
C
CHOIt have’

2,260 models

2,740 models

4

ERF introduced their LV-cabbed range in 1962, the first UK truck manufacturer
to incorporate fail-safe spring brakes. This 1:76 scale Limited Edition comes
complete with a separately cold-cast load of cement bags.
Ref: DG186008 £12.99 Scale 1:76 Approx. length 130mm
The ‘tricycle’ Scarab offered the great benefit of exceptional manoeuvrability
and turning circle. Features of this 1:76 scale Limited Edition include detailed
cab interior, accurate badging and separately applied side ladder.
Ref: DG148015 £9.99 Scale 1:76 Approx. length 110mm

Approx. length 170mm

2,040 models

ERF LV Flatbed with Trailer & Load - Ribble Cement

Scammell Mechanical Horse - British Road Services

4

A ‘mus mell
m
for Sca rs!
collecto

The Mechanical Horse was one of Scammell’s most successful innovations.
Our model is a curiosity in that it is liveried in the BRS colours, which date
only from 1948, the year the Horse was replaced by the Scarab!
Ref: DG199007 £9.99 Scale 1:76 Approx. length 110mm
2,250 models

buy online at www.corgi.co.uk
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Collectables Trackside

EDITOR
’S
CHOICE
!
‘Roll up

,
for this roll up’
colourf
model! ul

2,000 models
2,290 models
2,534 models

Scammell Handyman, Trailer & Steel Load - Siddle Cook

Scammell Contractor - Austen Brothers

4

Specialists in super heavy-haulage tractors, Scammell introduced the mighty
Contractor in 1966. It was a popular tractor for travelling circuses with their
often abnormal loads, here shown in the livery of Austen Brothers Circus.
Ref: DG198005 £12.99 Scale 1:76 Approx. length 120mm

Guy Pantechnicon - Luckings

5

This replica offers a real dose of nostalgia for the footlights of yesteryear.
Can’t you smell the greasepaint? Every detail of the wondrous mixture of
typographical styles of the theatrical movers is authentically reproduced.
Ref: DG146014 £11.99 Scale 1:76 Approx. length 100mm

12

2,260 models

ERF LV & Trailer with Sack Load - W.H. Malcolm

4

Launched in 1962, the glass fibre-cabbed ERF LV featured a large one-piece windscreen,
replicated here in its authentic W.H. Malcolm livery. The de-coupling flatbed trailer
comes complete with a sack load.
Ref: DG186012 £12.99 Scale 1:76 Approx. length 130mm

Noddy Van - London Brick

7

The so-called ‘Noddy’ van was the
outcome of British Road Service’s
quest for the ideal parcels van,
developed as the Austin VA.
Our model reproduces the
van in the contemporary
livery from the 1960s.
Ref: DG174010
£5.99

order by phone on 023 8024 8844

8am - 8pm, 7 days a week

Approx. length 130mm

Scammell Scarab Flatbed
with Load - Calico Printers

Scale 1:76
Approx. length 110mm
2,010 models

4

Launched in 1962, the LV cab was the first UK-manufactured commercial to
feature fail-safe spring brakes. This 1:76 scale replica offers a detailed cab
interior, de-coupling trailer, realistic load with its ‘tarpaulin’, and the
accurately matched colours and signage.
Ref: DG186010 £12.99 Scale 1:76

7

4

Another classic from the Scammell stable. Details include a detailed cab
interior, accurately matched paint colours and Siddle Cook badging,
articulated trailer and separately cold-cast load of steel lengths.
Ref: DG175012 £12.99 Scale 1:76 Approx. length 130mm

Scammell Contractor - Sunters

5

One of the most famous names in super heavy haulage graces this mighty
Contractor. While the original 6 x 4 boasted a gross train weight of up to
240 tons, a small number of MkII Contractors offered a gtw of up to 450 tons.
Ref: DG198006 £12.99
Scale 1:76 Approx. length 120mm

The once ubiquitous Scarab is
reproduced here, complete with
canvas-covered load, and recalls
a bygone era when textiles
provided the backbone of the
export trade.
Ref: DG148018
£11.99

Scale 1:76
Approx. length 90mm
2,010 models

ERF LV Sheeted Platform Trailer - Craig’s of Denny

2,510 models

EDITOR
’S
CHOICE
!
Stocks
a

re
DON’T low MISS
OUT!

buy online at www.corgi.co.uk

2,290 models
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Collectables Original Omnibus
6 Daimler CWA6/Duple Douglas Corporation Transport

The Original Omnibus collection of 1:76 scale replicas offers no fewer than
six brand new releases, including two produced from new tooling for 2006,
namely the RTW double decker and the AEC Regent V/Roe. Each ‘OO’model
replicates a specific vehicle, ranging from historic buses and trams of the 1930s,
1940s and 1950s right up to the very latest 21st Century buses and coaches.
Each model is meticulously researched by genuine enthusiasts, your guarantee
of the highest standards of both authenticity and accuracy.

Fleet No. 52, registration FMN 955 was one
of three acquired by Douglas Corporation
Transport in 1945, and served a full 25 years
before going into ‘retirement’. Features of our
replica include grab rail and passenger seating.
Ref: OM43912 £19.99 Scale 1:76

2,210 models

Blackpool Balloon Tram - Hot Ice Spectacular Show

2,010 models

4

Approx. length 108mm

The vinyl wrap technique makes it practical to advertise short runs of events such as
the spectacular Ice show at Blackpool Pleasure Beach. The Balloon Tram provides the
perfect vehicle for this advertisement, here reproducing the tram in exact 1:76 scale
Ref: OM43511 £29.99 Scale 1:76 Approx. length 170mm

Dennis Trident/East Lancs. Myllennium - Blackpool Transport

3,510 models

RTW Double Decker - Barton Transport

Of the 500 RTWs built by Leyland, less than 20 saw service with independent
bus operators, but RTW 341 joined Barton Transport at Ilkeston in February
1966. Features include passenger seating and detailed driver’s cab.
Ref: OM41702 £24.99 Scale 1:76 Approx. length 108mm

5

This model reproduces one of only three Dennis Tridents in the Blackpool Transport Metro
Coastlines fleet to be finished in this dramatic black and yellow livery. Features of the
model include fully detailed interior, photo-etched wipers and fine detail rear view mirrors.
Ref: OM42514 £24.99 Scale 1:76 Approx. length 145mm

Van Hool T9 - Go Goodwins

3,260 models

4

’S
EDITOR
!
E
C
CHOIT for all

A MUS le bus
The original of our model, registration C11 ECB, is one of the official England
ca
1:76 s
Cricket Team coaches, owned and run by Go Goodwins of Eccles, Manchester.
rs!
collecto
Features include full passenger seating and extended rear view mirror configuration.
Ref: OM45906 £24.99 Scale 1:76 Approx. length 160mm

2,260 models

AEC Regent V/Roe - Felix Motors

4

4

Produced from new tooling for 2006, this 1:76 scale replica reproduces
a Regent MkV with fleet number 37, which entered service with the
Yorkshire company in 1957. Features include precisely matched paint
colours, full passenger seating and authentic destination boards.
Ref: OM41404 £24.99 Scale 1:76 Approx. length 157mm

RTW Double Decker - London Transport

7

This replica models RTW 467, which entered London Transport service new in October 1950,
and went on to become the last RTW in normal service in London. Features of the model include
detailed driver’s cab, full passenger seating, as well as authentic period livery and badging.
Ref: OM41701 £24.99 Scale 1:76 Approx. length 108mm
6,060 models

2,030 models

post your order to: Corgi Classics Ltd., FREEPOST SO 4438, Southampton SO14 0HS (no stamp needed)

buy online at www.corgi.co.uk
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More

Collectables Original Omnibus

6 Van Hool T9 – Caelloi Motors

6 Wright Eclipse Gemini - East Yorkshire Motor Services

Marking the 50th Anniversary of the Corgi brand in 2006, we have
chosen some particularly popular castings for special Limited Editions.
This Van Hool T9, in the livery of the oldest coach operator livery in the
UK, comes in bespoke packaging, bears a special 50th Anniversary
emblem, and with an Anniversary booklet.
Ref: AN45904 £49.99 Scale 1:76 Approx. length 108mm

Our 1:76 scale replica models a Wright Eclipse Gemini that was one of the
first batch of six delivered to EYMS as recently as 2005, and is of particular
interest for being the only EYMS bus to carry a ‘mega-rear’ advertisement
promoting the busy route from Hull city centre to the University.
Ref: OM41215 £24.99 Scale 1:76 Approx. length 160mm

2,006 models
2,260 models

Van Hool T9 - Fraser Eagle

Wright Solar Fusion - Doig’s of Glasgow

7

Fraser Eagle has been providing a road transport service from Accrington for
over 80 years. The Van Hool T9 came into service in 2004, which makes this
one of the very latest vehicles to be featured in the Original Omnibus fleet.
Ref: OM45903 £24.99 Scale 1:76 Approx. length 160mm
2,010 models

EDITOR
’S
CHOICE
!
A pre

2,010 models
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6 Plaxton Premiere - Red & White Coaches

This 1:76 scale model replicates a Plaxton Premiere in the
South Wales fleet formerly known as Phil Anslows Travel, and
dicted
best se
now
part of the Stagecoach Group. Features of the model
ll
order n er ow!
include full high-back passenger seating, photo-etched wipers
and fine detail rear view mirrors, as well as reproducing exactly
the striking Red & White Coaches livery.
Ref: OM43314 £19.99 Scale 1:76 Approx. length 160mm

5

This Special Limited Edition of just 2,006 models is one issued to mark the
50th Anniversary of Corgi. Reproduced to exact 1:76 scale, it is one of
four Original Omnibus Anniversary Editions, one from each constituent
part of the United Kingdom, and representing Scotland. The model comes
complete with wood effect plinth, replica timetable, the Corgi Anniversary
booklet and uniquely numbered Limited Edition Certificate.
Ref: AN41307 £49.99 Scale 1:76

8am - 8pm, 7 days a week

Doig’s of Glasgow
Founded in 1991, the present company took over the remnants
of the former Doig’s Tours (Greenock) Ltd. The company prides
itself on being the only privately owned coach operator in the
United Kingdom covering all sizes and configurations of
vehicles. These include the only privately owned articulated
coach (Bendy bus) in the UK, on which our
model is based.

Approx. length 240mm

Join our collectors club today! Log on @ www.corgi.co.uk for more details
order by phone on 023 8024 8844

models on pages 3 & 35!

2,006 models

buy online at www.corgi.co.uk
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ALL Superhaulers are only £7.99!

Collectables Superhaulers
Superhaulers offers a range of 1:64 scale commercials in the liveries of well-known
haulage firms. We select the most eye-catching designs, which in turn make for
some very handsome displays. All Superhaulers featured here are priced at just
£7.99, making this range one of the most affordable ways to build a collection.

DAF 95 & Curtainside - Ramage Transport Ltd

4

Featuring the livery of the Newcastle upon Tyne express carrier, this 1:64
scale replica offers a handsome specimen of the DAF 95. Working
features include opening rear doors and de-coupling curtainside trailer.
Ref: TY87018 £7.99 Scale 1:64 Approx. length 255mm

Argos Superhauler

Scania Rigid Truck - TNT

4

The opening rear doors of this Scania Rigid provide added interest for the
younger collector. TNT livery is precisely matched to that of the original.
Ref: TY86636 £7.99 Scale 1:64
Approx. length 150mm

4

Scania Cab & Car Transporter - Car Trans

4

The new Transcar livery shows off to best effect on this great rig.
Working features include de-coupling trailer and elevating ramps.
Ref: TY86635 £7.99 Scale 1:64 Approx. length 305mm

DAF 85 Cab & Transporter - MG Rover XPOWER

5

Why shop for it when you can Argos it? This Argos articulated vehicle
offers detailed cab, opening rear doors and de-coupling trailer.
Ref: TY86818 £7.99 Scale 1:64

Featuring opening rear doors and de-coupling trailer, this 1:64 scale replica
introduces the DAF 95 Cab and the splendid XPOWER livery of MG Rover.
Ref: TY87016 £7.99 Scale 1:64

Approx. length 255mm

Approx. length 275mm

DAF Cab & Curtainside Trailer Vauxhall MasterFit 7
Featuring the Vauxhall MasterFit livery, de-coupling
trailer and opening rear doors, this 1:64 scale DAF
95 rig is a notable addition to the automotive theme.
Ref: TY87019 £7.99 Scale 1:64
Approx. length 255mm

18

Come & visit our Corgi Roadshow vehicle - see www.corgi50.com for details

post your order to: Corgi Classics Ltd., FREEPOST SO 4438, Southampton SO14 0HS (no stamp needed)

Volvo Rigid Truck & Close Couple Trailer - Silentnight

4

If there’s a more endearing livery around, we haven’t spotted it yet!
This rig is sure to prove a hit with younger collectors, and why not?
Ref: TY86730 £7.99 Scale 1:64 Approx. length 295mm

buy online at www.corgi.co.uk
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Collectables Vanguards
6 Ford Zephyr MkII - 1959 RAC Rally

Corgi’s association with Ford is the oldest one of all: the very first Corgi model,
issued in July 1956, was a 1:46 scale Ford Consul! That association continues
with the 1:43 scale replicas of Vanguards Fords, which cumulatively track the
history of Ford in Britain over the last half century. This selection includes three
brand new releases, now offered direct to collectors for the first time.
Ford Sierra
Sapphire Cosworth Moondust Silver 7

Ford Escort MkI Mexico - Sunset Red

Scale 1:43

4

Named to celebrate the Escort’s victory in the 1970 London – Mexico World
Cup Rally, the Escort Mexico continued in production to 1974. The Sunset Red
paint and Mexico rally stripes makes this model hotter than any enchilada.
Ref: VA09508 £11.99
Scale 1:43 Approx. length 93mm

To mark the 10th Anniversary
of the Vanguards range,
this 1:43 scale Limited
Edition reproduces the
1991-2 ‘Cossie’, the raucous
race winner turned luxury saloon.
Ref: VA10002 £19.99

Ford Transit Series I MkI - GEC

5

This Limited Edition replicates a vehicle working for the
General Electrical Company in the late 1960s. Launched in
1965, the Transit transformed the LDV market, as does this
model with its jewelled headlights and detailed cab interior.
Ref: VA06620 £14.99
Scale 1:43

Approx. length 104mm

6 Ford Cortina MKIII - Sapphire Blue
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Announced in October 1970, the MkIII Cortina
went on to sell over 1.1 million, outselling
ic
A class u to
both its predecessors. Our replica
for yo t!
collec
is accurate in every detail,
from the ‘coke bottle’ shoulders
to the precisely matched
Sapphire Blue paintwork.
Ref: VA10300 £11.99
Scale 1:43
Approx. length 98mm

order by phone on 023 8024 8844

8am - 8pm, 7 days a week

After a hotly contested race, both on the road
and afterwards, and crewed by
Gerry Burgess and Sam CroftPearson, the original of this
replica was declared the winner of
the 1959 Rally. Features include
detailed rally markings.
Ref: VA06106 £12.99

Approx. length 96mm

Ford Escort MkI RS 2000 Diamond White 7

Scale 1:43 Approx. length 107mm

Dropped into the Escort RS body shell, the single
overhead cam 2 litre ‘Pinto’ engine provided a
serious candidate on both racing and
rally circuits. This sporting legend
features a detailed interior,
detailed wheels, hubs and tyres,
and photo-etched chrome trim.
Ref: VA09507 £11.99

The Cosworth:
the Turbo’s Turbo
The original Sierra Cosworth was the
foundation of a whole industry that
continues to flourish today. In the form
of two subsequent Ford developments,
the Sapphire Cosworth and the Escort
Cosworth, tuners have developed more and
more ways of enhancing the power from
the Cosworth 2-litre twin cam engine
using turbochargers. Four wheel drive
has also enabled the later cars to put
that power down.

Scale 1:43
Approx. length 93mm

Ford Sierra Sapphire Cosworth - Turbo Systems

7

Turbo Systems specialise in modifying cars to give real performance at
huge bhps. And what better way to get that off to a flying start than with
the iconic Cosworth? This 1:43 scale replica features detailed chromed
‘wire’ wheels, hubs and tyres, with working suspension and detailed
interior including dashboard and steering wheel.
Ref: VA10005 £12.99
Scale 1:43 Approx. length 104mm

buy online at www.corgi.co.uk
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Collectables Vanguards
Vanguards trace the history of British automotive
manufacture since the 1940s, with detailed 1:43
scale replicas grouped by marque. This selection
from the Rootes Group and Vauxhall marques
includes a brand new release from each,
perhaps most notably the majestic Victor FA,
agleam with chrome and appropriately liveried
in precisely matched Empress Blue. All featured
models are issued as Limited Editions.

6 Hillman Imp - Blue Metallic
Launched in 1963 and built at Linwood
in Scotland, the Imp was Rootes’ less than
satisfactory answer to the Mini and other
small cars of the time. This Limited Edition
is altogether more satisfactory, built to the
standards of the 8-Point Specification Plan.
Ref: VA02618 £9.99
Scale 1:43

Approx. length 83mm

Sunbeam Alpine Series II - Embassy Black

5

Announced in 1960, the Series II with its more powerful 1600cc 80bhp engine
succeeded the first after only 15 months, reflecting the disappointing performance
of the earlier version both in terms of power and sales. Features of this replica
conform to the standards of the Vanguards 8-Point Specification Plan.
Ref: VA07005 £11.99 Scale 1:43 Approx. length 90mm

Hillman Imp - Wardance

Vauxhall Cavalier CD MkII Champagne Platinum 4
The original of our Limited Edition was a CD, the most luxurious car in Vauxhall’s
range, which sold more than 800,000 in the UK market during the 1980s.
The model features detailed interior, wheels, hubs and tyres and working suspension.
Ref: VA09801 £11.99
Scale 1:43
Approx. length 100mm

It’s the end of an era: this is the very last Vauxhall Victor
that will ever be produced in the Vanguards range.
Issued as a Limited Edition, and painted in the precisely
matched Empress Blue of the original, this model is a
milestone. It is unusual for us to announce in advance the
end of a particular model, but we’ve modelled all the Victor
colourways, so it’s time to bring down the curtain.
Vauxhall Victor FA - Empress Blue

5

A British car styled in the extravagantly chromed 1950s manner of Vauxhall’s
Detroit General Motors parent, the Victor FA really did stand out from the
crowd. This replica faithfully reproduces every last millimetre of chrome trim,
as well as a detailed interior, and detailed wheels, hubs and tyres.
Ref: VA03811 £11.99 Scale 1:43 Approx. length 102mm

4

Introduced by Rootes to combat BMC’s all-conquering Mini, the Imp proved
itself a real driver’s car in competition, but never took off in the mass market.
This 1:43 scale Limited Edition features a detailed interior, photo-etched
chrome trim, fine detail wing mirrors, and perfectly matched ‘war paint’!
Ref: VA02619 £9.99 Scale 1:43 Approx. length 83mm
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Going, going …

Find more products and offers on-line @ www.corgi.co.uk

post your order to: Corgi Classics Ltd., FREEPOST SO 4438, Southampton SO14 0HS (no stamp needed)

Vauxhall HB Viva GT - Goodwood Green Starmist

4

Launched in 1968, the HB Viva GT looked good, but understeer
problems made it less than totally attractive as a sports saloon.
Features of this Limited Edition include extensive chromed detail,
jaunty wing mirrors and working suspension.
Ref: VA08710 £11.99
Scale 1:43 Approx. length 96mm

buy online at www.corgi.co.uk
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Collectables Vanguards
6 Mini Van - Enfield Brake & Clutch Service

Modelled on original or restored models wherever possible, the
1:43 scale Vanguards range mirrors the history of classic British
marques, here represented by Jaguar and BMC with a quartet of
exact replicas from each marque. Two classics at opposite ends of
the spectrum, launched respectively in 1972 and 1971, the Jaguar
XJ12 and the Marina 1300, are issued in new, eye-catching and
precisely matched colourways.

This Limited Edition faithfully reproduces Alec Issigonis’s
masterpiece in its commercial guise, and features
photo-etched chrome detail and wing mirrors,
detailed interior, working suspension and
detailed wheels, hubs and tyres.
Ref: VA01421 £11.99
Scale 1:43
Approx. length 71mm

Princess 2200HL - Glacier White
Jaguar XJ12 - Lavender Blue

4

It was described by one critic as the “continent-shrinking luxury car”,
and by another as making a case for being the best car in the world.
The XJ12 is immaculately reproduced here to exact 1:43 scale, featuring
the astonishing (and precisely matched) Lavender Blue paintwork of the
original, as well as photo-etched chrome detail, detailed wheels, hubs
and tyres, and luxury interior.
Ref: VA08618 £11.99 Scale 1:43 Approx. length 112mm

Jaguar XJ12 Series 1 Silverstone Fire Tender No. 7

4

RHP 133H was the first of seven Jaguar-based Silverstone fire tenders, having started
life as an XJ6 and then fitted with a V12 engine. The fire-fighting equipment was
custom-designed by Chubb for the car, replacing the back seat with a 20-gallon tank.
Ref: VA08614 £12.99
Scale 1:43 Approx. length 112mm

Jaguar XJ6 4.2 - British Racing Green

7

The precisely matched paintwork, reflecting the famous racing colour, is just one
of the features of this Limited Edition. Other features include the luxurious interior,
working suspension, detailed wheels, hubs and tyres and jewelled headlights.
Ref: VA08612 £11.99
Scale 1:43 Approx. length 112mm

order by phone on 023 8024 8844

8am - 8pm, 7 days a week

5

This replica reproduces the attractive but ultimately unsuccessful Leyland 1970s
Princess. Features include working suspension, jewelled headlights, photo-etched
chrome parts, and precisely matched paint colour.
Ref: VA10201 £11.99
Scale 1:43

Approx. length 105mm
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Austin Healey 100-Six - Old English White

4

First shown by Donald Healey as the prototype ‘Healey 100’ at the
1952 Earl’s Court Motor Show, it went on to become a new marque
that would sell worldwide. This replica matches the Old English
White paintwork, as well as accurately observed chrome trim.
Ref: VA05105 £11.99 Scale 1:43 Approx. length 92mm

Brookla 1800HL
s
Princes 200) also
(VA10 ailable
av

Morris Marina 1300 - Aqua

7

Launched in May 1971, the Marina was designed to turn around the poor
profitability of British Motor Holdings by adopting many of Ford’s tried and
tested principles. This replica features accurate body shape and precisely
matched paint colour, a detailed interior that includes steering wheel and
dashboard, and working suspension.
Ref: VA06309 £11.99 Scale 1:43 Approx. length 96mm

buy online at www.corgi.co.uk
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Collectables Vanguards
Speed, reliability, ease of maintenance – and value for the tax
payer’s money: the selection of police cars has always been a
rigorous business. The 1:43 scale Vanguards Police series
replicates specific cars that served with specific police authorities.
And from the MG Rover stable, a foursome of models from the
glory days, four classics of British automotive engineering.

Vauxhall Astra - Metropolitan Police

Scale 1:43

Jaguar XJ6 Series 1 4.2 - Dumfries
& Galloway Constabulary 5

MG ZT - Trophy Yellow

7

The 190 bhp V6MG ZT is based on a machine from MG Rover, in this case the
Rover 75. But in every detail of this Limited Edition, from that aggressive mesh
grille through the stylish interior and down to the alloy wheels, the ZT is a quite
different beast from its parent.
Ref: VA09301 £11.99
Scale 1:43 Approx. length 108mm

Approx. length 97mm

The original of our model was attached to
Dumfries Traffic Department between 1973
and 1975, the ideal high-speed pursuit
vehicle. The model features working
suspension, jewelled headlights and
detailed wheels, hubs and tyres.
Ref: VA08613 £12.99
Scale 1:43

6 Rover 75 - Black Pearl

6 Vauxhall Viva - Herts Constabulary

EDITOR
’S
CHOICE

Don’t le
t this
model
get
away!

Though the Rover 75 was launched in 1999, this replica reflects the styling
revisions introduced in 2004. The model includes working suspension, detailed
wheels, hubs and tyres, photo-etched chrome detail and jewelled headlights.
Ref: VA09202 £11.99
Scale 1:43

The original of ANK 784F entered service with
the Hertfordshire force in 1967 as a unit beat
car. It was painted in the standard Vauxhall
colour of Wedgwood blue, precisely matched
here, as are the chrome detail, the interior,
the wheels, hubs and tyres, and the roof light.
Ref: VA08708 £12.99
Scale 1:43

Approx. length 112mm
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7

What the Met’s Incident Response Unit needs is a
fast, reliable, manoeuvrable vehicle –
which is precisely what the Astra offers.
Features include working suspension
and authentic Met livery.
Ref: VA09405 £14.99

Approx. length 110mm

Approx. length 96mm

Rover 3 Litre Mk II (P5) - Pine Green
Ford Sierra Sapphire Cosworth 4x4 Devon & Cornwall Constabulary 7
This replica offers a firm favourite of police forces
with high speed needs; it was fast, spacious and
offered exceptional traction from a rally-bred
4WD system. Features include authentic
Devon & Cornwall livery and badging.
Ref: VA10001 £12.99
Scale 1:43

Approx. length 104mm

post your order to: Corgi Classics Ltd., FREEPOST SO 4438, Southampton SO14 0HS (no stamp needed)

7

Described as the ‘understated car for bank
managers or politicians who could either not afford,
or did not want, a Rolls-Royce’, the 3-litre Rover is
reproduced here to 1:43 scale, with opulent interior,
fine detail chrome trim and jewelled headlights.
Ref: VA06908 £11.99
Scale 1:43
Approx. length 108mm

Find more products and offers on-line @ www.corgi.co.uk
buy online at www.corgi.co.uk
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Collectables TV & Film Favourites
One of the finest traditions in Corgi’s 50 year history
has been the close association with character vehicles
from film and TV. Dating back to the DB5 that
appeared in Goldfinger, first issued as
a Corgi in October 1965, 007’s
ingeniously modified cars have
proved enduringly popular with
collectors. Here too are three other
icons of silver and small screens,
including two home-grown classics.

NEW JAMES BOND PRODUCT RANGE DUE OCTOBER!

EDITOR’S
CHOICE
A great addition
to any Batman
collection!

Gold Plated Aston Martin V12 Vanquish Die Another Day 7

12,000 models
TM & © DC Comics 2006.

Gold Plated Aston
Martin DB5 - Goldfinger

Batman Bronze
Age 2-piece Set 4
Packaged in a special
5,000 models
presentation box, this 1:43
scale two-piece set features both the 1970s and 1980s Batmobiles,
accompanied by Batman and Robin white metal figures. Features of the
detailed die-cast models include opening doors and detailed interiors.
Ref: US77347 £19.99 Scale 1:43
Approx. lengths: 1970 Batmobile 110mm, 1980 Batmobile 110mm

Ford Capri & Robin Reliant Set - Only Fools & Horses

Wallace & Gromit, Anti-pesto Van & Bun-vac Set The Curse of the Were-Rabbit 4
Launched simultaneously with the opening of The Curse of the
Were-Rabbit, this set comprises detailed figures of Wallace and
Gromit, their Anti-pesto die-cast van, and the telescopic action
Bun-vac, another classic piece of technological wizardry from
the Wallace workshop.
Ref: CC80502 £9.99 Approx. length 76mm

5

The exploits of Del and Rodney are lovingly recalled with a pair of what
became the most unlikely famous vehicles on television. This delightful
set is released under licence from the BBC.
Ref: CC99111 £19.99 Scale 1:36
Approx lengths: Capri 120mm,
Reliant 85mm
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4

Scale 1:36 Approx. length 130mm

Plated in 24-carat gold, this is surely the
definitive Corgi Bond issue: the Goldfinger
DB5. From the spoked wheels to the lavish
body and interior decoration, the details
are all there. Working features include
rear bullet-proof screen, ejector seat,
rear tyre slasher and machine guns.
Ref: CC04307 £19.99

8am - 8pm, 7 days a week

5

This replica evokes all the elegance of the high performance
‘co-star’ of the Bond movie. Gadgetry details include the
rear-mounted Gatling gun, spiked tyres and front firing missiles,
and the model comes complete with a figure of Zao.
Ref: CC07603 £11.99 Scale 1:36
Approx. length 125mm

Scale 1:36
Approx. length 125mm

BMW Z3 & Figures - Goldeneye

12,000 models

Jaguar XKR & Zao Figure - Die Another Day

4

Pierce Brosnan’s partner on his first outing as the suave spy is reproduced
here to 1:36 scale in an authentically detailed die-cast replica. Working
features include re-loadable Stinger missiles hidden behind the headlights,
the metallic blue paintwork is precisely matched, and the model comes with
figures of Bond and Natalya Simonova.
Ref: CC04904
£11.99 Scale 1:36 Approx. length 110mm
James Bond materials © 1962-2006 Danjaq, LLC and United Artists Corporation. All Rights Reserved.
007 TM and related James Bond Trademarks are trademarks of Danjaq, LLC licensed by EON Productions Limited

© and TM. Aardman Animations Ltd. 2006. All Rights Reserved.

order by phone on 023 8024 8844

This Limited Edition reproduces one of the pair of 007
vehicles from Die Another Day. 24-carat gold
plated, the model features spoked wheels
with spiked tyres and bonnet-mounted
machine guns. Working gadgetry
includes front-firing missiles.
Ref: CC07505 £19.99

buy online at www.corgi.co.uk
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BRAND NEW RANGE!

Collectables Warbirds
Warbirds is a new concept in the grouping of precision die-cast aircraft
models. The first collection features 14 aircraft from World War Two,
with fighters reproduced to 1:72 scale and bombers to 1:144.
What sets this series apart is that each fighter aircraft is modelled on
a specific aircraft flown by an identified ace, from George Unwin and
his RAF Spitfire MkIA to Helmut Wick of the Luftwaffe with his 109E.
Focke-Wulf Fw 190A-4 - Walter Nowotny

6 P-51 Mustang III Sqd. Leader Eugeniusz Horbaczewski
The first fighter which possessed the range to
escort heavy bombers all the way to and from
daylight raids over German cities, fighter ace
Horbaczewski took command of Polish No. 315
Squadron in February 1944.
Ref: WB99602 £9.99
Scale 1:72 Wingspan 155mm

Supermarine Spitfire MkIA Flt Sgt George Unwin 4
Pilots loved it with a passion. The Spitfire
in the Warbirds collection is fittingly that
flown by Flight Sergeant George
‘Grumpy’ Unwin over Dunkirk in
those bleak days of 1940,
in which he made 31⁄2 ‘kills’.
Ref: WB99601 £9.99
Scale 1:72 Wingspan 156mm

Chance Vought Corsair
F4U-1 - 2nd Lt Kenneth A. Walsh

30

7

Messerschmitt Bf 109E-4 Kommodore Helmut Wick 7

By 1944 the Corsair had become the
predominant US Navy carrier-based fighter in
the Pacific. Kenneth A. Walsh scored 20 ‘kills’
over the Solomon Islands, and was decorated
personally by President Roosevelt.
Ref: WB99606 £9.99

Until the Battle of Britain, during the
summer of 1940, the Bf109E gave
the Luftwaffe fighter supremacy over
Europe. Helmut Wick once shot down 5
RAF fighters in one day, 5th October 1940.
Ref: WB99604 £9.99

Scale 1:72 Wingspan 175mm

Scale 1:72 Wingspan 136mm

post your order to: Corgi Classics Ltd., FREEPOST SO 4438, Southampton SO14 0HS (no stamp needed)

4

Entering combat in the summer of 1941, the Fw 190 proved to be
Germany’s most lethal piston-powered WWII fighter. Leutnant Walter
Nowotny was one of the greatest aces of the war, the first Luftwaffe
fighter pilot to record 250 kills.
Ref: WB99605 £9.99 Scale 1:72 Wingspan 145mm

A6M-3 Mitsubishi Zero N.A.P. 1st Class Hiroyoshi Nishizawa

4

Japan’s most famous fighter aircraft, the Zero ran rings around other
fighters in the early days of the war in the Pacific. Hiroyoshi Nishizawa
was accorded the soubriquet of the Imperial Japanese Navy’s ‘Ace of
Aces’, with a reputed ‘kill’ total of over 100 enemy aircraft.
Ref: WB99611 £9.99 Scale 1:72 Wingspan 165mm

Hawker Hurricane MkI Flt Lt ‘Pete’ Brothers 7
Contrary to myth, the ‘Hurri’ was the
main reason for RAF victory in the
Battle of Britain. In the interests of
speed, ‘Pete’ Brothers made a number
of modifications to P2921, even having
the external rivets filed down to reduce
the drag on the aircraft.
Ref: WB99603 £9.99
1:72 Wingspan 167mm

see pack for your chance to own a free SIGHTS & SOUNDS model!
buy online at www.corgi.co.uk
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BRAND NEW RANGE!

Collectables Forward March
Forward March is a fascinating new
departure in precision model collectables.
It offers a range of 1:32 scale (approx.
54mm high standing) figures of individuals
from milestone events in our military
history over the past 200 years, from
Trafalgar to Desert Storm, from Waterloo
to the Somme. The series has been
researched by acknowledged experts,
before being meticulously sculpted and
spin-cast in fine white metal then handpainted in extraordinary detail.

6 Florence Nightingale 1854

6 Lt JRM Chard VC 1879

6 RFC Pilot 1916

6 ‘Bomber’ Harris 1942

In 1854 Florence Nightingale took a
party of 38 nurses to Scutari in the
Crimea, where she organised the
hospital to take the heavy casualties
of the battle of Inkerman in November.
Her discipline and insistence on
sanitation drastically reduced the
appalling hospital mortality rate,
setting new standards for the future.
Ref: CC59144 £9.99

John Rouse Merriott Chard
(1847 – 1897) was one of the
heroes commanding the British
detachment at Rorke’s Drift in
January 1879, which repulsed a
Zulu force of some 3,000
warriors, and in doing so won the
highest number of VCs (11) ever
awarded for any single action.
Ref: CC59154 £9.99

While the battle on the ground
epitomised the horrors of World War
One, there was also a new style of
warfare developing high above the
Somme. The fledgling Royal Flying
Corps were principally employed as
spotters for heavy artillery, and were
thus drawn into armed conflict with
the equally nascent Luftwaffe.
Ref: CC59157 £9.99

Commissioned as Squadron Leader
on the formation of the RAF in
1918, Sir Arthur Travers ‘Bomber’
Harris (1892 – 1984) almost
personified the history of the RAF,
finally as C-in-C Bomber Command
1942-5. There he pursued the
(now controversial) strategy of
blanket bombing German cities.
Ref: CC59153 £9.99

Scale 1:32
Approx. height 54mm

Scale 1:32
Approx. height 54mm

Scale 1:32
Approx. height 54mm

Scale 1:32
Approx. height 54mm

6 Duke of Wellington 1815
Arthur Wellesley, 1st Duke of
Wellington, the ‘Iron Duke’ (1769 –
1852), is best known as the victor
over Napoleon at Waterloo on the
18th June 1815. He also pursued a
successful political career, as MP first
in Ireland then at Westminster,
culminating in his appointment as
Prime Minister in 1828.
Ref: CC59145 £9.99
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Scale 1:32
Approx. height 54mm

order by phone on 023 8024 8844

8am - 8pm, 7 days a week

6 Ship’s Surgeon 1805

6 ‘Sailor’ Malan 1940

Possibly a rather gruesome
reminder of the real nature of war,
this surgeon figure and the tools of
his trade provide an historically
accurate representation of the state
of field medicine at the time –
before the invention of anaesthetics
or aseptic operating conditions
with sterile masks and gowns.
Ref: CC59148 £14.99

South African fighter ace
Adolph ‘Sailor’ Malan (1910 –
1963) joined the RAF as early
as 1935. He went on to be
one of the great aces of WWII,
awarded the DFC as early as
June 1940, to which he soon
earned a Bar, followed by the
DSO, also with a Bar.
Ref: CC59146 £9.99

Scale 1:32
Approx. height 54mm

Scale 1:32
Approx. height 54mm

buy online at www.corgi.co.uk
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Accompanying the
Forward March series
are exact size replicas
of famous medals,
including the Victoria
Cross and the Burma
Star. Each medal is
presented in its own
framed case.
SEE IN-PACKS FOR
FURTHER DETAILS

6 SAS Trooper 1991
The Special Forces series depicts
specialised elite units from various
conflicts of the 20th Century. Like all
the figures in the series, this SAS
Trooper is based on meticulous
research, and reproduces authentically
the combat uniform and equipment
worn and carried in Operation ‘Desert
Storm’, the first Gulf War of 1991.
Ref: CC59147 £9.99
Scale 1:32
Approx. height 54mm
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Collectables Vintage Glory Mini
6 Garrett 4D Showmans Tractor “Katrina”

Two superb ranges are featured
here: The Vintage Glory of
Steam range reproduces in the
most loving detail authentic
steam road engines of a bygone
age. These are joined by the
Corgi Mini range, reproducing a
piece of motoring history with a
range that has evolved almost
simultaneously to the real thing,
down to the latest BMW Mini.

‘Katrina’, the original of this 1:50 scale Garrett was built
in 1917, sporting registration number BJ 3282. Like so
many of her ilk, Katrina served as a showman’s tractor.
The detail of this model must be seen to be believed.
Ref: CC20305 £29.99 Scale 1:50
Approx. length 105mm

6 Classic Mini - Italian Job Rally 2005
Launched in 1980 to raise funds for needy
children, the Italian Job Touring Rally endures
as a pan-European drive. Our replica models
the car driven by Team 66 in the 2005
competition, and features working headlights,
detailed interior and accurate rally badging.
Ref: CC82247 £14.99 Scale 1:36

WOR

FRONTRKING
& REAR

LIGHTS!

Approx. length 85mm

4,110 models

BMW Mini Cooper - Checkmate
2,010 models

Foden Dropside with 2 Trailers & Barrel Load - Fuller’s

5

Still going strong, the Chiswick brewery of Fuller Smith & Turner can trace its
roots way back in the history of London. And no more so, we suggest, than
in this 1:50 scale reproduction of a handsome Foden road engine, complete
with its complement of trailers and separate barrel load.
Ref: CC20205 £49.99 Scale 1:50 Approx. length 380mm

Mini Miglia: Bill Sollis Mini 7 Racing Club 2005
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2,830 models

1905 Fowler 6NHP Showmans
Road Loco. “Sir John Fowler” 4
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WORKIN
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The original of this Limited Edition was named
in honour of the remarkable civil engineer who
specialised in railway construction. The model’s
construction and decoration involve over 40
parts and even more separate paint processes.
Ref: CC20110 £39.99 Scale 1:50
2,010 models

Approx. length 133mm

post your order to: Corgi Classics Ltd., FREEPOST SO 4438, Southampton SO14 0HS (no stamp needed)

7

A crowd favourite in the 2005 Mini Miglia
Championship, this elaborately (and
patriotically) liveried Mini was driven by
Bill Sollis, Chairman of the Mini 7 Racing
Club and long time competitor. Features
include opening doors, detailed interior
and authentic competition badging.
Ref: CC82245 £11.99
Scale 1:36 Approx. length 85mm

4

In its ‘reincarnation’ as the BMW Mini Cooper, the fab
Mini of the swinging 60s lives on, typified by this stylish
chequered design. Other features include working front
and rear lights, detailed interior and fully opening doors.
Ref: CC86526 £19.99 Scale 1:36
Approx. length 90mm

4,990 models

Austin Seven Cooper - Tartan Red

7

Produced as one of the ‘British Icons’ series, and available in a special
limited edition to mark Corgi’s 50th Anniversary, this 1:36 scale version
of the 1961 Austin Seven Cooper (later re-christened the Mini Cooper)
reproduces the original Corgi casting of 1996. The model comes
complete with a facsimile of the original Autocar road test report.
Ref: AN02528 £29.99 Scale 1:43 Approx. length 70mm
2,006 models

buy online at www.corgi.co.uk

Collectables Days Gone
Days Gone offers an exquisitely
miniaturised record of vintage
and veteran commercials (and
some saloons, buses and trams)
from a vanished era. Each little
model reproduces a classic
vehicle, from as early as the
1920s featuring names such as
Dennis, Scammell, Sentinel and
Morris Bull Nose. But what is
exceptional is the painting,
accurately reproducing period
artwork in every detail. At under
a fiver, how can you go wrong?

6 Delivery Van Roses Lime Juice

Bull Nose Morris
Van - The Skipper

Ref: DG026021
£3.99

Ref: DG050059
£3.99

Approx length 82mm

Approx length 76mm

5
6 Scammell
6-wheeler The Hotspur
Ref: DG044042
£3.99
Approx length 108mm

Horse Drawn Float United Dairies 4

SPECIAL OFFER:

Ref: DG003021 £3.99

Buy any 4 comic models
& get the 5th FREE -

Approx length 96mm

Delivery Van - Surf

Dennis Delivery Van Shredded Wheat 5

7

Ref: DG066033 £4.99

Ref: DG026020 £3.99

SAVE £3.99!

Approx length 88mm

Approx length 82mm

Free model is the cheapest one selected.

4,000 models

1934 Chevrolet Box Van Little Plum 4
Ref: DG051026 £4.99
Approx length 85mm

6 1934 Dennis Delivery
Van - Winker Watson
Ref: DG034011 £4.99
Approx length 83mm

6 1934 Chevrolet Drinks
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Van - John Smith’s

Morris Z Van Biffo the Bear 7

Ref: DG026022 £4.99

Ref: DG058026 £4.99

Approx length 82mm
2,000 models

Approx length 83mm
1,500 models
4,000 models

order by phone on 023 8024 8844

8am - 8pm, 7 days a week

buy online at www.corgi.co.uk

4,000 models
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Collectables Days Gone
6 Sentinel 4-Wheel
Dropside - General

6 1937 Scammell 6-Wheeler Colman’s Mustard

Ref: DG088015 £4.99

Ref: DG044044 £4.99

Approx length 90mm

Approx length 110mm

Sentinel 4-Wheel
Flatbed - Paul Bros

7

Ref: DG099002 £4.99
Approx length 90mm

2,000 models

Bedford 30CWT Truck
Ransomes’ Lawn Mowers

1,500 models

10CWT Light Van - Sauza

4

Ref: DG059034 £3.99
Approx length 82mm

5

LD150 Van - The Rover

7

Ref: DG071029 £3.99

2,000 models

Approx length 82mm

AEC Double Decker
Bus - Lux 5

Ref: DG021059 £3.99
Approx length 82mm

Ref: DG049026 £4.99
Approx length 82mm

6 15CWT Delivery Van Quality Street
Ref: DG043044 £4.99

1935 Morris Parcels
Van - Radio Times
Christmas Number 4
Ref: DG052028 £3.99
Approx length 82mm
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post your order to: Corgi Classics Ltd., FREEPOST SO 4438, Southampton SO14 0HS (no stamp needed)

Approx length 90mm

Open Top Tram - Bisto
1,500 models

7

Ref: DG109007 £4.99
Approx length 82mm

Find more products and offers on-line @ www.corgi.co.uk
buy online at www.corgi.co.uk
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SPECIAL BOX SET!

Collectables Original Omnibus

50% of the Plaxton Beaver
models produced will be Reg.
No. S412 GUB, Fleet No.
50306 and 50% S407 GUB,
Fleet No. 50301

50% of the E. Lancs models produced will be Reg.
No. WA54 OLR, Fleet No. 32760 (Spoonbill)
and 50% WA54 OLT, Fleet No. 32758 (Egret)

The Tamar Link Set
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A pre ller best se ow!
order n

4

Scaled to exact 1:76 ‘00’ size, this pair of rather unusual buses
comes in precisely matched colour packaging , and in a Limited
Edition. Each model carefully replicates its original, complete
with full passenger seating, separately applied rear view mirrors,
photo-etched wipers and authentic livery and badging.
Ref: OM99191 £44.99 Scale 1:76

2,210 models

Egret or heron: what’s in a name?
Rather touchingly named by a local schoolboy, Jack Gerrard, the
Tamar link buses carried the names of birds frequenting the Tamar
estuary, including the spoonbill, egret, cormorant, swan and heron.
Launched as recently as February 2005, the eye-catching Trident
double deckers provided an enhanced service from south-east
Cornwall to Plymouth, while the smaller single-decker ‘hoppers
filled in for off-peak travel.

Approx. lengths E.Lancs 145mm, Plaxton Beaver 101mm
Limited Edition quantities correct at time of going to print and may be subject to alteration. Certain models photographed in this catalogue are hand finished prototypes.
The final quality of factory-produced models will be superior. All measurements are approximate. Corgi reserve the right to improve and amend specifications on all models.

buy online at www.corgi.co.uk

